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### Bikol River

#### Waterbody Classification and Usage of Freshwater
Section 5.0 of DAO 2016-08

| CLASS C | 1. Fishing  
|         | 2. Recreation – boating, fishing  
|         | 3. irrigation, livestock watering |
STORY TELLING APPROACH
FIREFLIES ON THE RIVER
A Bikol Musical Advocacy Play

2PM & 6PM, Sunday
25 February 2018
Emily Theatre
Naga City
Gen. Admission: Php100
For tickets and inquiries, please contact Sangre de Naga, Inc. at 09164631695.
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OUTCOME: Partnership for a long-term project on sustainable environmental governance

Emelina G. Regis Sanctuary of Philippine Native Trees, Betty Co Museum of Bikol Rivers, and Green Library and Botanical Garden
22nd International River Symposium

EXCELLENCE – COLLABORATION – INTEGRATION

20–24 OCT 2019, BRISBANE, AUSTRALIA

RESILIENT RIVERS